
MGA Panelists’ Recommendations

Quantitative skills: ChatGPT provides basic
mathematical solutions and also generates
computer coding well, while often giving
explanations for these. Prompt students to check
closely for accuracy or alternative pathways to the
correct outcome.

Writing assignments: Break up longer writing
submissions through iterative/scaffolding methods
for students. Consider connecting all/most
submission dropboxes to Turnitin in D2L.

Research: If prompting students to use ChatGPT for
research purposes, guide them well on appropriate
use and encourage them to go deeper into their
research using other sources, especially for
verification of AI-supplied content. 

Response drafting: Consider pointing students
towards ChatGPT as a drafting tool to begin the
exploratory phase of inquiry or research, while
reminding them about plagiarism. 

What ChatGPT Can/Can’t Do (So far)

ChatGPT produces writing responses that are
mostly grammatically correct. However, please
note the following current quirks:

Its first responses are usually quite bland and 
lack variety in word choice and sentence 
structure, although a more experienced user can
tweak the request to produce more realistic,
human-like responses of varying quality.

Citations are largely false or inaccurate—e.g., titles
that seem real but are fabrications.

Facts presented in responses aren’t necessarily
true. (See this example in the journal Nature:
“Abstracts written by ChatGPT fool scientists”)

Some Developing Practices for
Approaching AI-based Tools

Be transparent with students about ethical choices.
Let them know about ChatGPT’s benefits and
drawbacks, along with consequences of misuse.

Add additional active learning strategies to your
lessons. (See this guidance or this one.) 

Look for ways to include more authentic
assessments in your courses:

In assignment design, emphasize higher-order
thinking skills (e.g., reflecting on learning, critical
thinking development) instead of lower-order
skills. (Refer to Bloom’s Taxonomy for more info.)

Add new or alternative ways for encouraging
students to reflect on their learning and apply
course concepts to the real-world examples.

 
Continue to foreground the development and
demonstration of critical thinking skills through
well-tuned assignments. 

Scrutinize your current assignments and
assessments with a view to how readily students
can/might use ChatGPT to complete them—e.g.,
by testing prompts/questions in ChatGPT for how
it typically responds.

Guidance on ChatGPT & Similar AI Tools

Additional Resources

Learning That Matters resource page on ChatGPT
(updated frequently)

Times Higher Education article “ChatGPT and
the rise of AI writers: how should higher
education respond?”

The Chronicle of Higher Education article
“Teaching Experts Are Worried About ChatGPT,
but Not for the Reasons You Think”
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00056-7
https://ctl.uga.edu/_resources/documents/active-learning-interactive-doc.pdf
https://celt.our.dmu.ac.uk/2022/07/07/a-spectrum-of-active-learning-methods-and-its-uses-for-online-teaching-and-learning/
https://www.njit.edu/ite/authentic-assessment
https://tips.uark.edu/using-blooms-taxonomy/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERCgdylG2LyOeL93aWrK6Jf97N_m1qaueN9W4kzO0Rk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERCgdylG2LyOeL93aWrK6Jf97N_m1qaueN9W4kzO0Rk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERCgdylG2LyOeL93aWrK6Jf97N_m1qaueN9W4kzO0Rk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERCgdylG2LyOeL93aWrK6Jf97N_m1qaueN9W4kzO0Rk/edit
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/campus/chatgpt-and-rise-ai-writers-how-should-higher-education-respond
https://www.chronicle.com/article/ai-and-the-future-of-undergraduate-writing?cid2=gen_login_refresh&cid=gen_sign_in

